Investigation of Rough Periderm
Group 1
Introduction:
Kaufert (1937) stated that rough bark comes from external forces such as lichen,
fungi, and mechanical injury afflicting the smooth and thin periderm of quaking aspen
(Populus tremuloides). This showed that environmental factors influence rough bark
formation. However, we observed that the rough bark height of aspens appeared
consistent within individual clones, suggesting that genetic factors could also be highly
correlated with rough bark formation. This led us to speculate whether trees within a
clone actually have similar rough bark height relative to their size. Furthermore, because
triploidy and rough bark are considered abnormal traits, we believed a correlation may
exist. By analyzing two ratios (rough bark to tree height, and rough bark to
circumference) among the different clones at Silver Lake, we were able to determine
whether rough bark is actually a clonal trait, and if it is associated with triploidy.
Methods:
Sampling was completed in Brighton, Utah at Silver Lake during early and mid
September - 9 and 16. It is alpine climate with moderate temperatures and generally
consistent moisture year round including annual snow. Using a satellite image to identify
phenotypic similarities, such as leaf color, tree density, etc., we chose what we believed
to be clone sites within an aspen population.
We quantified the amount of leaf damage per tree by giving each sampled leaf a
rating from 0 to 3, summing the damage of the leaves, dividing my leaf count, and then
assigning that value as the tree’s damage rating. Regarding the tree trunk, we took the
circumference, height, and rough bark height measurements with using a tape measure,
sextant, and trigonometric analysis.
We examined rough bark height to total tree height, rough bark height to tree
circumference , rough bark height to the tree damage ratings, tree damage, and rough
bark height. These factors were processed with respect to clone and ploidy in R software
using the Analysis of Variance function. Ratios were established between the desired
values within the program. Those ratios were run in ANOVA. The ANOVA determined
the significance of the clone and ploidy on the ratios, exponentially factoring the
influence of those categories on those ratios to show.

Research Questions (Clone and Ploidy):

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Is there a correlation between the height and periderm height of the tree?
Is there a correlation between the circumference and rough periderm height of the
tree?
Is there a correlation between rough bark height and damage of the leaf?
Is there a correlation between undesirable phenotypes (i.e. rough bark and leaf
damage) and membership in a clone and/or ploidy?

Data and Observations:

Fig. 1 No correlation exists between rough bark height and total tree height among
clones.

Fig. 2 No correlation exists between rough bark height and total tree height among
triploid clones.

Fig. 3 No correlation exists between rough bark height and tree circumference among
clones.

Fig. 4 No correlation exists between rough bark height and tree circumference among
triploid clones.

Fig. 5 No correlation exists between leaf damage and rough bark height among clones.

Fig. 6 No correlation exists between leaf damage and rough bark height among triploid
clones.

Fig. 7 No correlation exists between rough bark height and leaf damage.

Fig. 8 No correlation exists between rough bark height and clone.

Fig. 9 No correlation exists between rough bark height and triploid clone

Fig. 10 A correlation exists between average leaf damage and clone.

Fig. 11 No correlation exists between damage and having a certain ploidy.

Discussion:
The data yielded no correlation between rough bark height and total tree height,
rough bark height and circumference, and rough bark height and leaf damage when
categorized based on clone or ploidy membership. Based on their P-values, these
analyses demonstrate that rough bark height is not a clonal trait. Since trees belonging to

the same clone share the same genotype, rough bark height not being a clonal trait
suggests that rough bark height is not mainly controlled by genes. This prompts us to
question whether there is any genotypic influence, and how much it can account for the
rough bark.
Furthermore, the analyses of rough bark height and leaf damage in regards to
ploidy was also not statistically significant, showing that our hypothesis of triploidy
being linked to the observed undesirable phenotypes is false. Thus, this study showed that
triploidy does not heighten the likelihood of aspens having rough bark and damaged
leaves.
However, our analysis did suggest that leaf damage could be a clonal trait, as the
p-value between leaf damage and clones was significant, suggesting that it is gene
controlled. Since this yielded significance, whereas leaf damage vs. rough bark height
and rough bark height vs. clones did not, it indicates that genes controlling the resistance
of leaves to damage do not also control bark resistance.
One potential technical explanation for our results is that the collected data used
in the R program was incomplete. Damage values were inconsistent; leaf sampling was
random and potentially biased towards healthy leaves. Many trees lacked rough bark
height, total tree height, and/or tree circumference values. As a result, those trees were
omitted during the analysis, leading to incomplete ratios, etc. Omission of so many cases
from such a relatively small sample could have significantly influenced ANOVA values.
Conclusion:
Despite the data disparity, ANOVA values were still clear enough to analyze, and
helped clarify exactly which factors influenced rough bark development and leaf damage.
The results also evoked further questions. The p-values suggested that genetic influences
were not significant, making us question whether only environment influences rough bark
development, or if genetic influences are still present, just smaller than environmental
ones. Furthermore, we question whether leaf damage is controlled by R-genes, or by
other genes. This additional information, on top of those in this study, could help control
and improve the defense mechanisms of aspen trees in the future.
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